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In most of the magnetic configurations of LHD, 
the magnetic surface of f, = 1 is locat.ed at t.he plasma 
edge region. For example, it exists at p ~ 0.9 in the 
cases of the magnetic axis, Rax = 3.60 m and Rax = 
3.70m, or at p ~ 1.0 in the Rax = 3.90m case. Here, 
p =( cp / epa) 1/2 and cp is the toroidal magnet.ic flux. 
Table 1 shows the plasma volumes and t.he positions 
of the f, = 1 surface in some Rax cases~ 
In the Te profiles of LHD plasmas, the sharp Te 
gTadient (pedestal) normally appears at the edge re-
gion. Figure 1 shows the Te and I:, profile in the case of 
a hydrogen plasma of Rax = 3.60 m. This f. profile is 
calculated for the configuration without any plasma. 
The location of the high 'VTe region can be int.er-
preted to be around f, = 1 island. Some flattening in 
Te profile in this figure can be seen around e = 1.0 and 
possibly 0.5 surfaces and it is caused by islands gen-
erated by an error field. In this profile, the gradient 
outside the f, = 1 surface is larger than the gradi-
ent in the inside region by about 50%. In addition, 
during the expanding phase of low density NBI dis-
charges, a pedestal appears in the core (p ~ 0.8) while 
the f, = 1 surface determines the boundary of the Te 
profile (Fig.2). Moreover, we also found a steep Te 
gradient just outside of the external imposed island 
(m/n = 1/1). Thus the min = 1/1 island or f. = 1 
surface may play some role in formation of the tem-
perature pedestal. 
Figure 3 shows the electron temperat.ure at t.he 
pedestal, Tfed(p ~ 0.9) for different. confignrations 
and fields. The average electron densit.y and t.he NBI 
input power are fixed at 2.0 x 1019 m-a and 31\!IvV 
respectively. A fact of low Tfed at Rax = 3.9 m may 
be explained as follows. The f, = 1 surface is located at. 
p ~ 1 and thus the gradient can exist only in::;icie the 
f, = 1 surface. The gradient inside the f. = 1 surface 
appears to be weaker than that of outside. From the 
simplified transport relation, nx'VT ~ Pt.otal/S' and 
TJ'ed ~ O.la'VT (Ptot.al : input power, S : plasnl<'t 
surface area, a : minor radius), nXped [m-Is- I] ~ 
4.2 x 1018 . Ptotal[l\!IvVl/TJ'ed[keV]~ For example, in 
the case of Rax = 3.60 m and B = 2.5 T, t.he effective 
nXped is estimated to be about 1.8 x 1019 m-ls-1. 
From this limited data set, we also found fairly weak 
B dependence of TJ'ed and nXped . 
/lax [111] V [m3] f· = 1 surface 
3.60 29.3 p ~ 0.9 
3.70 27.5 fJ ~ 0.9 
3.7G 25.6 p ~ 0.93 
3.90 21.5 p ~ 1.0 
Table.1. volumes of LHD plasma .. " and positions 
of t.he f. = 1 magnet.ic surface for the 
configurat.ions test.ed in t.he experiment 
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Fig.1. Te and e profile 
(Rax = 3.60m, B = 2.75T H plasma) 
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Fig.2. Te and f. profile during t.he expanding phase 
of the NBI plasma 
(Rax = 3.60m, B = 2.50T, He plasma) 
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Fig.3. Tfed in various magnetic confignrat.ions 
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